Unit- III

Flash Memory & Cache Memory

- Flash memory is non-volatile computer memory that can be electrically erased and reprogrammed.
- It is a technology that is primarily used in memory cards and USB flash drives (thumb drives, handy drive, memory stick, flash stick, jump drive, "Cap N' Go") for general storage and transfer of data between computers and other digital products.
- It is a specific type of EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) that is erased and programmed in large blocks.
- The application examples include: PDAs (personal digital assistants) and laptop computers, digital audio players, digital cameras and mobile phones.
- It has also gained popularity in the game console market, where it is often used instead of EEPROMs or battery-powered SRAM for game save data.
- Flash memory is non-volatile, which means that it does not need power to maintain the information stored in the chip.
- Flash memory offers fast read access times (although not as fast as volatile DRAM memory used for main memory in PCs) and better kinetic shock resistance than hard disks.

Popular flash memory devices

**Memory Stick**: A Memory Stick is an IC (Integrated Circuit) which is stored in a compact and rugged plastic enclosure.

Memory Sticks are designed to store data and to enable the transfer of data between devices equipped with Memory Stick slots.

**Compact Flash**: A Compact Flash card is an IC (Integrated Circuit) which is stored in a compact and rugged plastic enclosure.
Compact Flash cards are designed to store data and to enable the transfer of data between devices equipped with Compact Flash slots. Current Compact Flash capacities range up to 8GB.

**SD Card:** A SD Card (Secure Digital Card) is an IC (Integrated Circuit) which is stored in a compact and rugged plastic enclosure.

SD Cards are designed to store data and to enable the transfer of data between devices equipped with SD Card slots.

Current SD Card capacities range up to 16 GB.

**Multimedia Card (MMC):** A MultiMediaCard (MMC) is an IC (Integrated Circuit) which is stored in a compact and rugged plastic enclosure.

Multi Media Cards (MMC) are designed to store data and to enable the transfer of data between devices equipped with MultiMediaCard (MMC) slots.

Current MultiMediaCard (MMC) capacities range up to 2GB.

**Cache Memory**

- Cache Memory is a special high speed mechanism. It can be either a reserved part of main memory or an independent high speed storage device.

- In Personal Computers, There are two types of caching are commonly used are memory caching and disk caching.

- A memory cache, sometimes called a cache store or RAM cache, is a portion of memory made of high-speed static RAM (SRAM) instead of the slower and cheaper dynamic RAM (DRAM) used for Main Memory.

- Memory caching is effective because most programs access the same data or instructions over and over. By keeping as much of this information as possible in SRAM, the computer avoids accessing the slower DRAM.

- Some memory caches are built into the architecture of microprocessors.
Disk caching works under the same principle as memory caching, but instead of using high-speed SRAM, a disk cache uses conventional main memory.

The most recently accessed data from the disk is stored in a memory buffer. When a program needs to access data from the disk, it first checks the disk cache to see if the data is there.

Disk caching can dramatically improve the performance of applications, because accessing a byte of data in RAM can be thousands of times faster than accessing a byte on a hard disk.

For example, Internet connection is the slowest link in computer. So the browser (Internet Explorer, Netscape, Opera, etc.) uses the hard disk to store HTML pages, putting them into a special folder on the disk.

The first time you ask for an HTML page, the browser renders it and a copy of it is also stored on your disk. The next time, on your request to access this page, your browser checks if the date of the file on the Internet is newer than the one cached.

If the date is the same, your browser uses the one on your hard disk instead of downloading it from Internet. In this case, the smaller but faster memory system is your hard disk and the larger and slower one is the Internet.

There are other caches like page cache, L1 cache, L2 Cache, virtual memory.

**L2 Cache**: If there is some special memory bank in the motherboard which is small but very fast and two times faster than the main memory access. That's called a level 2 cache or an L2 cache.

**L1 cache**: If there is smaller but faster memory system directly into the microprocessor's chip and this memory will be accessed at the speed of the microprocessor and not the speed of the memory bus, That's an L1 cache.

If the question that " why can't we make all memories at the same speed in such away that there is no need of cache memory?" is rised

The answer would be : " Yes, memories can be all made at the same speed. But it's too expensive. To reduce the charges, we have to use a small memory for cache."